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Introduction 

 

The evaluation activities were carried out during the entire project period (24 months) 

and included interviews with the project partners, to check how far the aims, tasks 

and procedures were understood and accepted or which problems appeared among 

the partners (e.g. shortfalls in the communication, etc.)  

 

All technical results/contents were subjected to a Peer Review process in all partner 

countries, through partner schools as well as, where appropriate, government 

agencies, related professionals and NGOs. All WP leader were responsible for the 

quality of their deliverables. The team leader (Italy as coordinating institution) 

assisted all the partnership in the identification of any difficulties (e.g. time delays, 

quality, administrative management etc.) and helped resolve the issues 

 

This last Evaluation Report will be a summary of all the activities carried out during 

the project. The Report is divided into two main sections, following the usual field of 

investigation of a standard evaluation activity: 

 

The process, that is, monitoring the project activities and outcomes 

The results, namely, evaluating the satisfaction of partners and users  
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PART 1 THE PROCESS. Monitoring the project performance 

1.1 Overview of the project 
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1.2 The project activities and the products 

 
We will monitor, by this part of the report, the project performance. First of all, we 

will verify if the partnership has realized the expected activities and outcomes, as set 

out in the project proposal. 

We are going to read, in the table below, what each partner has delivered according to 

the distribution of tasks. 
 

Table of activities/outputs 

ACTVITY PARTNER PRODUCTS/ OUTPUTS 
 
1 

 
Transnational mobilities 

 
Italy - PAM Foundation 

- Study visit - Vasto Marina, 26th 
of November 2011 
 
- Report on study visit 

Turkey – Silifke Public Education 
Center 

- Study visit – Silifke, 9th -10th of 
December 2011 
 
- Report on study visit 

Spain - Cutural Center of 
European Initiatives 

- Study visit – Granada, 24th of 
February 2012 
 
- Report on study visit 

Bulgaria - Bulgarian Dyslexia 
Association 

- Study visit – Rousse, 23rd of 
March 2012 
 
- Report on study visit 

Romania - Organizatia Salvati 
Copiii – Filiala Dolj 
 

Study visit – Craiova, 30th and 
31st of May 2012 
 
- Report on study visit 

Poland - Euro-Idea Fundacja 
Spoleczno-Kulturalna 

- Study visit – Cracovia, 29th of 
June 2012 
 
- Report on study visit 

Spain - Cutural Center of 
European Initiatives 

-Transnational mobility - 
Granada, 22nd of March 2013 
 
- Report on project meeting 

Poland - Poland - Euro-Idea 
Fundacja Spoleczno-Kulturalna 
 
 

- Transnational mobility – 
Cracovia, 12th of July 2013 
 
- Report on project meeting 
 

 
2 
 

Project activities on the 
web  

Spain Web site 

 
3 
 

Realization of the on-line 
Course 

Italy (PAM) – Contents 
Each partner in its language 
 

- E- book 
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Bulgaria 
 

- Accreditation guide 

 
4 
 

Evaluation Italy – CO.RI.S.S. - Intermediate Evaluation Report 
May 2012 
- Intermediate Evaluation Report 
January 2013 
- Final Evaluation Report June 
2013 

 
5 
 

Dissemination and 
valorization  

Turkey - Dissemination and valorization 
Plan 
- Table on g-mail 

6 
 
 

Realization of the Pilot 
studies 
 
 
Testing of the e-book 
through Workshops and the 
internet sites 

Romania 
 
Poland 
 
 
Each partner in its own country 

Guide for running workshops 
 
Guide for the realization of the  
Pilot studies 
 
Pilot studies Reports 
  

 
 
Comparing the project proposal towards the table above, we can conclude that the 

activities have been carried out according to the objectives and timetable set out in 

the proposal. The partnership has therefore been successful in achieving its goals. 
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1.3 Detailed description of the products of each activity 

A deepen description of the products of the TIPS project will be provided in this 

chapter.  

Transnational mobilities. They will be described through the Study Visits 

Reports, namely: 

- Vasto Report 

- Silifke Report 

- Granada Report 

- Rousse Report 

- Craiova Report 

- Cracovia Report 

- Granada (2nd) Report 

- Cracovia (2nd) Report 
  

VASTO Study Visit Report, 26th of November 2011 

The study visit of the PAM has been held in Vasto Marina on Saturday, November 26. Prof. 

Passafiume opened the meeting, welcoming the participants.  

All the Partners of TIPS project attended to the visit, together with the Administration Manager of 

PAM, Dott. Francesco Nardizzi, and the Director of the Dislexia Center, Mrs Anna Scafetta. Some 

parents of the children assisted at the Center , some of the speech therapists and of the psychologist 

of the Center attended to the visit, too.  

After a short summary of what had been done and talked about the TIPS meeting in the day before, 

Prof. Passafiume introduced Dott. Benito Michelizza, Foniatric Specialist of the Dislexia Center. 

Dott Michelizza briefly recalled the importance of the TIPS project. He stressed specifically the 

significance and the importance of exchanging ideas and experiences between participants from 

different European Countries and cultures, to better understanding dyslexia in relation to the 

cultural factors.  

Prof. Passafiume presented the spaces, laboratories and equipments of the Dislexia Center; he 

illustrated the activity of the Center, for both the dyslexic children and their parents, showing 

examples of exercise, stimuli and activities to be performed both individually and in small groups; 
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the PC programs, the methodology and the activities programmed and proposed to the Dislexic 

Children has been showed to the participants to the visit by Prf. Passafiume.  

This presentation has been followed by comments, contributions and remarks of the parents of the 

Dislexic Children. One of them (native English speaker) exposed the difficulties of her son and hers 

own when confronted with homework, or the difficulty of taking fast notes; she explained her 

feeling of frustrations and how she has sympathetic and impatient feelings at the same time, and the 

difficulty (for a good reader) to understand why the son is not able to read. Other parents expressed 

their accordance with this mother. Prof. Passafiume expressed the appreciation of all the Partners 

for the speech of the lady and of the parents, and stressed the help that this outburst represents for 

the preparation of the e-book.  

Finally, one of the psychologists that cooperate with the Dislexia Center briefly exposed the activity 

of the center in supporting both the children and their parents.  

With the thanks and greetings of the organization, the visit was concluded at 12.30, local hour.  

The partners who were not in hurry to leave, had the opportunity to continue the visit to the Center 

and to the Rehabilitation Institute.  
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TURKEY- Silifke Study Visit Report, 9th of December 2011 

The study visit was organized in Silifke Public Education Center and Evening Art School Directiore 

on Friday ,December 9. 

Head Manager Musa Köroğlu opened the meeting, welcoming the participants. Attendees were 

Head Manager Musa Köroğlu,Assistant Manager Bünyamin Saygılı,Teachers Tahsin Şahin and 

Abit Arslan and from Bulgaria Jasmina Jonkova. 

In Turkey aim was to see dyslexia environment in Turkey so in the morning there was a 

presentation about the theoric dimention of dyslexia in Turkey. 

-what is dyslexia for us ? 

-do we know dyslexia ? 

-legal regulations 

-initiatives ,supporters and foundations 

-applications and precautions 

-modern and traditional methods for dyslexia therapy 

Head Manager Musa Köroğlu as a teacher who has 30 years education experience shared his 

experiences about the learning difficulties particularly about dyslexia. 

After the presentations and experience sharing meeting it was lunch time. 

 

After lunch time Head Manager Musa Köroğlu,Contact Person Serpil Kalkan and Jasmine Jonkova 

from Bulgaria Dyslexia Organization visited three foundations interested in dyslexia . 

 

First visit was to a school called Atatürk Primary School to see what do schools do for dyslexic 

children.Ataürk Primary School is a public school. We wanted to show public initiatives and 

government support for dyslexia also the process of diagnose,roles of teachers and psychological 

consutants working at school. 

Ataürk primary school’s psychological consultant and manager were ready there to inform us. After 

school visit,same group visited a private organization called YÜKSELEN dealing with learning 

difficulties.Here we talked with experts ,psychological consultants,teachers and manager.There we 

saw the labs,material and children who are educated.In this center, under dyslexia umbrella there 

are separate experts who deal with different dyslexia kinds for example if a child has difficulty in 

letters ,s/he is supported about the letters ,if the problem is about the numbers,maths then support 

will be about maths.Dyslexia specific therapies and educational plans are applied for children. 
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As the final stop,we visited the Psychological Consultancy and Research Center. There we talked 

with experts, manager and psychological consultant about the government policy , diagnostic tools, 

plans that is used, therapy kinds used etc… Then we visited classrooms for defected children. 

With the thanks and greetings of the organization, the visit was concluded at 17.30, local hour. 

 

10th of December 

In the morning there was a short meeting to evaluate the study visit and certificate distribution.Head 

Manager Musa Köroğlu expressed that he would be happy to see other partners, too. Jasmina 

Jonkova expressed that similar applications are available in Bulgaria too,still presentations and the 

visits were impressive and informing for her.And study visit finalized with good wishes. 
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Granada Study Visit Report, 24th of February 2012 

The study visit has been held in Granada on Friday, February 24. Lydia Castillo opened the 

meeting, welcoming the participants. All the Partners of TIPS Project attended the visit. In the 

morning we made a brief summary about e-book development status. The Polish partner made a 

presentation of their draft ebook, showing the contents. Then, Prof. Passafiume made a brief 

presentation on some tips for carrying out the ebook. 

After doing the presentations and sharing some ideas, we made the coffee break. Following the 

agenda, we introduced Mr. Jesús Barrón, General Manager of European Institute of Graphic 

Sciences. Mr. Barrón held a conference entitled "Dyslexia and Graphology". He explained the 

problems faced by children with dyslexia and the most common mistakes for the detection of 

dyslexia. After the conference we took a break for lunch. We continued with a brief summary of 

dissemitation status updated by the Turkish partner Mrs. Serpil Kalkan. 

Then, we exchanged some ideas about the website of the project. We exchanged ideas on the 

website of the project. Jasmina Jonkova, the Bulgarian partner, suggested make some changes to the 

website of the project. 

It was the turn for Aurora Puccio, form CO.RI.S.S., who distributed the evaluation questionnaire 

together with a dossier on WP8 Quallity Mangement among all participants. 

Finally, all the partners discussed the dates for the nexts study visits in Romania 

and Poland. 

With the thanks and greetings of the organization, the visit was concluded at 17:00 local hour. 
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ROUSSE Study Visit Report, 23rd of March 2012 

The visit at the Bulgarian Association for Dyslexia - Ruse was held on Friday, 23rd march, 2012. 

Jasmina Yonkova opened the meeting and welcomed the participants. She introduced this meeting’s 

guests;Mrs Ginka Ivanova, the managers of the Resource Center - Ruse and Eleonora Belcheva, a 

special pedagogue. 

Representatives of all partner organizations, except those from Spain, participated in the meeting. 

The Bulgarian party was represented by Biserka Ivanova, manager of a Social Cervices Center, 

Galina Gancheva, psycologist, Tsvetelina Mal;cheva, speech therapist, Boryana Karapejcheva - 

musician, as well as sanya Dimitrova, Yavor Krastev and Simona Dimitrova. 

The presentation of the Bulgarian model for support ofchildren with special needs started with a 

report of Mrs Eleonora Belcheva. She introduced the Bulgarian Law Documentation concerning the 

subject and the structure of the centers for resource support. These centers are financed by the State. 

Mrs Biserka Ivanova presented a second type of centers for social services, namely Day Centers for 

Children with Intellectual Deficiency. This type of service is financed by the Municipality. It is this 

second type of centers that children with dyslexia can find support at. 

Mrs Jasmina Yonkova introduced a private center for working with dyslexic children. She also 

introduced the New Star program which is an authentic correction program, based on the Austrian 

AFS method of Dr Astrid Kopp-Duller. 

After a short coffee-break, the meeting continued with presentation of the project activities and the 

stages in the work on the books by each partner. Mrs Aurora Puccio made an overview of the 

project activities and presented the book of their team. Presentations of the books from the rest of 

the partners followed. It was confirmed that all teams work on the book, deadlines will be met and 

the book will be finished on time as planned. 

After closing the meeting, there was lunch at the restaurant of Buddha House. 

After lunch, the guests had a road trip around the town of Ruse. The guide told them stories about 

the history and the architecture of the town. 

The trip ended at the Urban Lifestyle Museum. At the museum, there was a short concert from 

popular music, favorite to the ladies of the urban high life in 18th and 19th centuries. In this way, 

the guests could savor for a while the atmosphere of the Bulgarian urban lifestyle that in those times 

was very similar to that in Austria. Because of this, the town of Ruse is often called the Little 

Vienna. 
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CRAIOVA Study Visit Report, 30th an 31st of May 2012 

Meeting  in  Romania  -  Craiova  started on the first day-30  May 2012  with  a study visit at 

special school “Sfantul  Vasile” , where meeting participants have known children with dyslexia,  

and  another  learning disabilities. 

Participants visited the school and kindergarten, discussed with teachers and educators, watched  a 

electronic presentation of  this  special  school  and a speech therapist has presented a case study- 

about a girl   with  dyslexia  and  another  disabilities  who attended school from kindergarten  to 

eighth grade, watching the progress  until at university level. 

After  the  visit  present   the  meeting  agenda  and  we  made   a presentation  of  current  stage  of  

the  project  in  term  of  the  work  plan  and  products. 

Before  lunch we  took a walk in the park   with  all  the  team project 

After   lunch  we continued meeting  at  Save The  Children organization  with  the  next  point  of  

agenda. 

We  discussed the quality management   with  Italian  partner .Aurora  present  the quality 

management  from  WP8. 

From  WP6, Sania  from  Bulgaria  present  the  accreditations  state, all partners have an overview 

of accreditation status faction. 

The last item on the agenda of the first day was to present  the  guide  for  running’s  workshop  in 

each partner language. We  watched presentations Bulgarian partners, Italian and Turkish  and  the  

Romanian  guide. 

Meeting materials are listed and put into agenda   for each participants  to  Romanian  meeting. 

We ended the first day of the meeting with Romanian traditional evening. 

 

Meeting the next day 31 May- began with another study visit to the School  Center “Beethoven”, 

school where children with dyslexia and other disabilities can continue education. In the school  

center, partners experienced team of professionals who serve children in recovery  and  the  team  of  

teachers  who  help  this  children  to  learn. 

Partners have visited the school and workshops where children and young people develop their 

practical skills  and are trained to practice as a tailor or mechanical trades. 

  They could meet and sensitive side of these children and young , was invited to a dance program 

by the school dance team composed of completely deaf dancers. 

They delighted us with a dance program taught movement to movement  and  with  more 

confidence in their  skills. 
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After  the  study  visit  , next  point  of  meeting  agenda  was  a  International Conference – Tips  

For  Parents  of  Dyslexic Child, a continuation of the project carried out together with our   project 

partners. 

The conference took place in the conference room of the Museum of Art in Craiova , his role being 

to to realize the significance of the notion of dyslexia, to  knows the causes, symptoms , treatment 

and recovery methods  in  the  field  of  dyslexia. 

The conference was attended by Romanian specialists – teachers  from  public  school, teachers  

from  special  education , speech  therapists , psychologists  and  our project partners. 

We invited the local press and has been disseminated in media, because is  very  important    that 

the general public to be informed about the disorder so little known in Romania like  dyslexia 

 

Romanian specials presented materials,  studies case you have to the attention of project  partners. 

At the conference were invited local authorities, they can play an important role in developing 

support programs for dyslexic children in the future. 

Conference organized by “Save the Children “- Branch  Dolj was held in partnership with County 

School Inspectorate  and  General  Direction  of  Social  Assistance and  Child Protection –Dolj   

and  with  the  help  of  County Council  Dolj . 

Also we  had invited two experts Grundtvig  from  Romania : Florentina  Anghel  and  Andreea  

Samoila, this experts  analyzing the stage of projects in which our organization “Save  The  

Children”  is involved. 

After the conference followed  the presentation stage of  e-books. We watched  e-book 

presentations  from  Romania, Italy , Bulgaria  and  Turky in PDF  format  and  in e-pub  format  

and  we  discussed about  the  difficulties encountered in their implementation 

Partners   present e-book  in  English version  and  in  their  national language. 

In  final   we  made the attendance list  and  meeting evaluation form we will complete in electronic  

format  after  meeting. 

Changes in the agenda were due to lack of partners in Spain and Poland. 

We thank the partners who have come to the meeting in Romania  and  to  other  specialists  from  

Romania  who  participate  to  the  conference. 
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Study Visit Report - 6 th Study Visit, Poland – 29th  of June 2012  
Host organisation: Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-Kulturalna ul. Podlącze, 16/1 30-218  
 

Attendees: 

Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-Kulturalna – Mrs Anna Cierpioł, Mrs Julia Mach, Mrs Maria 

Zaremba, Mrs. AnnaJanczy-Habryło, Mrs. Marta Niemira, Mrs Renata Kałuża, Małgorzata 

Niewodowska, Mrs Anna Pasek, Mrs Małgorzata Mosur.  

IT - Fondazione Padre Alberto Mileno Onlus – Francesco Nardizzi, Rosa Stola, Bernadetta Villani  

TR - Silifke Halk Egitim Merkezi ve Aksam Sanat Okulu – NO  

BG - Dyslexia Association of Bulgaria – Jasmina Jonkova, Galina Gancheva, Boryana  

Karapeycheva  

RO – Salvati Copiii – Claudia Maciuca, Oliver Radoi  

IT – CO.RI.S.S. – SALVATORE MAESANO, AURORA PUCCIO, CARLA BIAMONTE 

ES – Cultural Center of European Initiatives (ACCEI) –Bartlomiej Jan Kozdras  

 

The Study Visit background  

To meet the objectives of the project and Study Visit proposal the meeting was held in the public 

institution named Poradnia Psychologiczno - Pedagogiczna nr 1 w Krakowie in Kraków, Poland.  

The meeting was attended by 21 participants coming from partners institutions and staff of 2 public 

institutions ; Psychological and Pedagogical Clinic and Psychological and Pedagogical Clinic for 

dyslexic children from in Kraków. 

Agenda  

The meeting get started on welcome of the host organization Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-

Kulturalna and introduction of all participants.  

Short preface of Anna Cierpioł introduce the agenda and work plan for the Study Visit.  
 
Ppt presentation  

The Euro.Idea.FSK follow with ppt presentations according to the agenda.  

The aim of the presentations was to demonstrate the environment of Dyslexia in Poland.  

Mrs. Anna Cierpiol and vice director of Psychological and Pedagogical Clinic Mrs Maria Zaremba 

made a presentation of Psychological and Pedagogical Clinic that supports children, youth, parents, 

teachers and make prevention and rehabilitation in child development disorders in Kraków.  
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Reflexes, learning process and behavior - neurological factors in dyslexia-ppt presentations  

The mgr Renata Kałuża – pedagist from Psychological and Pedagogical Clinic assisted by Julia 

Mach (Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-Kulturalna) introduced a new topic of analyses of Reflexes, 

learning process and behavior - neurological factors in dyslexia.  

The ppt presentations was enriched by demonstrations and active involvement of all meeting 

participants.  

After the presentation Mrs. Kałuża shared her personal experience about therapy of children with 

neurodevelopmental delays and learning difficulties with all interested in.  

 

Quality management of the project.  

Mrs Aurora Puccio coming from CO.RI.S.S. has presented a project overview and  

 Workpackage 8 – Quality management of the project.  

It was very important to share with all partnership the results of evaluation, discuss partner’s 

expectations and reassume the project outcomes.  

 

Work package 5 – Pilot testing study  

According to the project work Plan Mrs Anna Cierpioł presented a Work package 5 – Pilot testing 

study framework.  

The goal of the presentation was to illustrate the regime of testing of the final project outcome-e-

book for parents of dyslexic children.  

After the presentation the group of project partners contributed with feedbacks.  

 

E-Books presentation  

Coordinating partner Foundation P. A. Mileno Onlus represented by Rosa Stola has presented an 

Italian E-book In-depth analysis.  

Foundation has presented also a printed copy of developed materials.  

After the presentation all partnership discussed about the common English version of the e-book. 

Partners has different opinions about the “common” e—book and open discussion will continue by 

project mailing group.  

 

Reporting and certificates  

After the official part of the Study Visit all participating in was receiving the certificates of 

attendance.  
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Biofeedback studio  

Then all participants have visited the Biofeedback studio in Psychological and Pedagogical Clinic.  

 

Cultural activities  

During the afternoon the group was taking part in to cultural activities visiting a part of Kazimierz 

quarter in Krakow, Wawel Castel and surroundings.  

The group has dedicated the time to visit the city center of Krakow to know better the Polish culture 

and traditions.  

The Farewell dinner took place in restaurant offering traditional Polish cuisine.  
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Project meeting report - 7th meeting, Spain – 22nd  of March 2013  
 
The project meeting has been held in Granada on Friday, March 22. Lydia Castillo from Accei 

opened the meeting, welcoming the participants. 

The Partners who attended the meeting was: 

- ES- Cultural Center of European Initiatives (ACCEI) 

- IT- Foundazione Padre Alberto Mileno Onlus 

- BG- Dyslexia Association of Buglaria 

- IT- CO.RI.S.S 

 
Opened the agenda with Aurora Puccio from CO.RI.S.S, presented the Intermediate Evaluation 

Report. After that, we made a brief summary about the Pilot Study´s Results by the partners. 

Rosa Stola from Fondazione Padre Mileno, made a presentation showing the contents and results 

obtained in Italy.  

Then, Sania Ionkova from Bulgarian Dyslexia Association, showed their results. 

After doing the presentations and sharing some ideas, we made the coffee break. 

We continued with a brief presentation about the report by the spanish partner, Lydia Castillo from 

Accei. 

As the rest of partners that not attended hasn´t sent the reports, we concluded this agenda point. 

We exchanged some ideas and impressions about the project. 

It was the turn for Brunella Pasquiano, form CO.RI.S.S, who showed the new website of her 

organization and explained the details of their activities. 

Finally, all the partners discussed about the dates for the final meeting in Poland. 

With the thanks and greetings of the organization, the visit was concluded at 13:00 local hour. 
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Project meeting report 8th meeing, Poland - 13th of July 2013 
 
 
Host organisation: Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-Kulturalna ul. Podlącze 
 

Attendees 

Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-Kulturalna – Anna Cierpioł, Julia Mach, Lukasz Filipiak 

IT - Fondazione Padre Alberto Mileno Onlus – Francesco Nardizzi, Adelina Sacchi, Nicoletta 

Ciancaglini 

RO – Salvati Copiii – Cornelia Pasare, Oliver Radoi, Hermina Dinca, Daniel Codres  

IT – CO.RI.S.S. – Salvatore Maesano, Aurora Puccio, Carla Biamonte, Brunella Pasquino 

ES – Cultural Center of European Initiatives (ACCEI) –Bartlomiej Jan Kozdras  

 

The Project Meeting  background  

The last meeting of the TIPS project was held in Kraków, Poland on 12 of July 2013.  

The meeting was attended by 15 participants coming from partners institutions and 2 District 

Councilors from Kraków  

The goal of the last project meeting was to reassume the project results.  

 

Agenda  

The meeting get started on welcome of the host organization Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-

Kulturalna and introduction of all participants.  

- Short preface of Anna Cierpioł introduce the agenda and work plan for the Project Meeting.  

- Then agenda proceed with the project overview.  

- All participants presented conclusions about the project development in each partner institution. 

- All shared information, photos, videos and other materials like some statistics and reports about 

dissemination activities .  

- Then meeting participants discuss about what materials and actions must be complete till the and 

of the project.  

- It was also presented the background of the Final Evaluation Report.  

- After the coffee break was held a short discussion about the future of the project, its sustainability: 

how to continue in "keeping alive" materials produced and how to use collected experiences and 

knowledge about the dyslexia issue.  
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- It was very important to share with all partnership the results of the project , discuss partner’s 

further expectations and reassume the project.  

- The local press and radio ware informed about the event but not attend to the Project Meeting.  

- The Euro-Idea foundation left a Press Release  

 

Reporting and certificates  

After the official part of the Project Meeting all participating in was receiving the 

certificates of attendance. 

 

Cultural activities 

- During the afternoon the group was taking part in to cultural activities.  

- International guests visited a local art gallery, Willa Decjusza and surroundings then follow with 

the city center of Krakow.  

- The Farewell dinner took a place in restaurant offering traditional Polish cuisine. 
   

“On behalf of Euro-Idea Fundacja Społeczno-Kulturalna we would like to thank you 

for successful cooperation and we wish you many star projects.” 
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Project activities on the web - The  Web site  
 

Homepage 
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Realization of the on-line Course – The E-book 
Cover from  the Italian e-books 
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Realization of the on-line Course - Accreditation guide 
Cover 
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Dissemination and valorisation- Dissemination and valorisation Plan - Table on g-

mail 
 

SİLİFKE HALK EĞ İTİMİ
MERKEZİ VE AKŞAM SANAT 
OKULU
‘TIPS’ PROJECT

DISSEMINATION OVERVIEW

 
Dissemination Plan presented by Serpil Kalkan - Silifke Halk Egitim Merkezi ve Aksam Sanat Okulu 
 
 
 
 

 
Table on g-mail 
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Realization of the Pilot studies - Guide for running workshops 
Cover 
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Realization of the Pilot studies - Guide for the realization of the Pilot studies 
Cover 
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Realization of the Pilot studies – Pilot studies Reports 
Cover from the Italian Report 
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PART 2 THE RESULTS. Evaluating the satisfaction of partners and users. 

 

The second part of this Report will deal with satisfaction of the project partners and 

of the e-book users. This will be done respectively in chapter 2.1 and 2.2. 

Quoting the first Report, the evaluation by partners “is about the way all partners look 

at the project development. Are they satisfied? Are aims, tasks and procedures 

understood and accepted?”  

The evaluation by users, on the other hand, gives us the possibility to understand if 

we have made a good job; namely, to know if our main product, the e-book, is really 

useful. 

In both cases, we used evaluation forms to ask people what they do think; than the 

collected data have been processed and put into diagrams.
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2.1 Evaluation by project partners: the Meetings; the project trend 

We collected data from all the Project Meetings (from November 2011 to July 2013) 

and distributed a general evaluation form about the project trend. 

Looking at the results, it is possible to state there is a high level of satisfaction among 

the partners about the meetings and about the project performance in general. This 

satisfaction is also confirmed by the Report elaborated at the end of each meeting. 

They all show a high degree of interest, involvement and, last but not least, 

enjoyment about the way the host partner has organized the meeting. 

 
 
The Meetings data 

In succession, the meetings data from: 

- Vasto, Silifke, Granada, Rousse, Craiova and Cracovia, from the first year 

activity; 

- Granada and Cracovia from the second year actitvity 

 

The General evaluation 

After the tables from the Meetings, the Evaluation of the project in general. 
 


